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ABSTRACT

The rising need to harvest domain speci�c knowledge in several
applications is largely limited by the ability to dynamically grow
structured knowledge representations, due to the increasing emer-
gence of new concepts and their semantic relationships with ex-
isting ones. Such enrichment of existing hierarchical knowledge
sources with new information to better model the “changing world”
presents two-fold challenges: (1) Detection of previously unknown
entities or concepts, and (2) Insertion of the new concepts into the
knowledge structure, respecting the semantic integrity of the cre-
ated relationships. To this end we propose a novel framework, ETF,
to enrich large-scale, generic taxonomies with new concepts from
resources such as news and research publications. Our approach
learns a high-dimensional embedding for the existing concepts of
the taxonomy, as well as for the new concepts. During the insertion
of a new concept, this embedding is used to identify semantically
similar neighborhoods within the existing taxonomy. The potential
parent-child relationships linking the new concepts to the existing
ones are then predicted using a set of semantic and graph features.
Extensive evaluations of ETF on large, real-world taxonomies of
Wikipedia and WordNet showcase more than 5% F1-score improve-
ments compared to state-of-the-art baselines. We further demon-
strate that ETF can accurately categorize newly emerging concepts
and question-answer pairs across di�erent domains.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Human knowledge is inherently organized in the form of seman-
tic, content-speci�c hierarchies. Large-scale taxonomies such as
Wikipedia Categories1, Freebase [2] and WordNet [6] are crucial

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Contents/Categories
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sources of structured knowledge useful for various natural language
processing applications. However, although these hierarchies are
well developed, they are largely generic and laborious to augment
and maintain, with new concepts and relations from newly emerg-
ing, or rapidly evolving domains such as public health and current
a�airs. These challenges necessitate the development of automated,
scalable techniques to solve the problem of taxonomy enrichment,
i.e., to augment a taxonomic hierarchy by accurately placing novel
or unfamiliar concepts in it at an appropriate location and level
of granularity (avoiding links that are too speci�c, too general,
or contextually related but non-ancestral). For example, based on
the Wikipedia article on the Hurricane Harvey in August 2017, we
would like to link it to coherent, speci�c categories such as Category
4 Atlantic Hurricanes and August 2017 events in the United States

rather than semantically related but non-ancestral classes such as
Hurricane Irma, or overly general categories like Hurricane.

Existing work in the area of automated taxonomy enrichment is
still either highly language-speci�c [47, 48], domain-speci�c [28]
or cannot scale to large taxonomies [3, 21, 43]. Many techniques
depend on the unique synset structure speci�c to WordNet [14, 31,
37], cannot generalize to other taxonomies, and can only identify a
single category for new concepts. Even with these limitations, not
all attempts at taxonomy enhancement have succeeded [28].

In contrast, we identify that the main challenge for this task is to
�nd a computational measure that can proxy the logic of semantic
subsumption, independent of the language and knowledge domain,
in order to automatically �nd good parents for new concepts. To
address this fundamental challenge, we propose a combination of a
carefully selected set of highly e�ective graph-theoretic features
and semantic similarity based features leveraging external knowl-
edge sources. We show that this combination measure can predict
the links to the parents of new concepts with high accuracy. In-
terestingly, our measure does not require any assumptions on the
number of parents for each new concept. Moreover, our evaluation
methods are fully automated using publicly available data, and don’t
rely on domain experts or manual judgment as in [4, 20, 25, 31, 42].

Intuitively, we believe that ETF is similar to how a human would
approach the task of adding a new concept to a taxonomy. To
complete such a task, one might: (i) �nd a set of existing concepts
that are related to the new one, (ii) rank each concept in the union of
ancestors of this set, i.e., the closure via hypernymy/parent relations,
and; (iii) link the new concept to a few selected top-ranked parents.

To formalize the intuitive method we just outlined, our proposed
approach ETF �rst constructs a vector representation for new con-
cepts. Here, we use a representation that aggregates two kinds of
embeddings formed from the context of the concept. We observed
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that the embeddings complement each other and so the aggregated
vector provides a good measure for semantic similarity, that can
identify the nearest neighbors of the new concept in the taxon-
omy. With this representation, the search for potential parents is
restricted to the (small) set of ancestors of these nearest neighbors.
Experiments show that on test concepts from the Wikipedia cat-
egory taxonomy with more than 5 million concepts, on average
this set contains a few thousand nodes and covers 83% of the true
parents of the test concepts. Finally, we develop algorithms that
rank the ancestors in this set, selecting only those above a global
scoring threshold to be the parents of the new concept.

Therefore, the key contributions of our work are:

• We develop a novel, fully automated framework, ETF, that
generates semantic text-vector embeddings for each new
concept. These embeddings allow us to �nd semantically
related concepts in the existing taxonomy, which in turn
allows us to extract the ancestors of these related concepts.

• We propose the use of a learning algorithm that combines a
carefully selected set of graph-theoretic and semantic simi-
larity based features to rank candidate parent relations. This
ranker accurately links new concepts to good candidate par-
ents by ranking the ancestors of their semantic neighbors.

• We test ETF on large, real-world, publicly available knowl-
edge bases such as Wikipedia and Wordnet, and outperform
baselines at the task of inserting new concepts. Crucially,
our experimental design is easily reproducible, and can be
used as a benchmark for future research on this topic.

• Through two case studies, we show that ETF can accurately
categorize new concepts from rapidly evolving real-world
domains, as well as new questions and answers from Quora2.

2 RELATEDWORK

The problem of automatic taxonomy induction, i.e., e�ectively re-
constructing an entire taxonomy, has received a lot attention in
the literature. Supervised and unsupervised machine learning tech-
niques based on co-occurrence analysis [42], clustering [20], graph
construction and traversal [25] and distributional similarity [47, 48]
have been used to solve this problem. Linguistic pattern-matching
based approaches [9, 25, 31, 49] have been employed to discover re-
lations between a term and its hypernyms. Using word embedding
based techniques for identifying relations to recreate taxonomies
has also gained popularity in recent years [8, 36, 38, 51]. Some
of these techniques [8, 36] su�er from low accuracy in taxonomic
relation prediction, while others [51] do not generalize to unseen re-
lation instances. Themethod proposed by Tuan et al. [38] appears to
tackle these issues, however the input to its training phase requires
hypernym-hyponym pairs to occur in a sentence, which is quite
unlikely in the case of Wikipedia-style concept and category names.
We also utilize term embeddings as part of our approach to enhance
taxonomies (Section 4), however we combine it with well-designed
graph-based and semantic features to maximize performance.

There already exist fairly accurate, general-purpose knowledge
bases that have been painstakingly curated by experts or via crowd-
sourcing. Hence, rather than constructing new taxonomies from
scratch, our work leverages these existing taxonomies and enhances

2http://quora.com

them with new information. This problem of automatically enhanc-
ing the coverage of extant taxonomies has primarily focused on
enhancing the WordNet taxonomy. Toral et al. [37] extended Word-
Net with about 320, 000 named entities and their relations, derived
from Wikipedia categories and articles. Widdows [45] developed a
method to place an unknown word where its neighbors are most
concentrated, an idea also leveraged by our work. But his work
used part-of-speech tagging to �nd the nearest neighbors, which is
unlikely to work with the Wikipedia-style concept names that ETF
can handle. WordNet augmentations have also been proposed for
the domains of technical reports [41], medicine [4, 7], and architec-
ture [1]. However, many of these e�orts su�er from low accuracy,
require part-of-speech tagging, and depend on the category struc-
ture peculiar to WordNet. Thus, they cannot easily generalize to
other taxonomies, unlike our approach. These works also need hu-
man judges for evaluation, while ETF does not. Task 14 of SemEval
2016 [15] is based on extending WordNet with concepts from var-
ious domains such as religion, law and �nance. We evaluate the
performance of ETF on this task in Section 5.

E�orts similar in motivation to our work have attempted to ex-
tend a generic taxonomywith domain speci�c knowledge. Ancestor-
descendant relationships and hypernym patterns have been ex-
tracted from large text corpora such as Wikipedia [9, 33], to en-
hance taxonomies. Yamada et al. [47, 48] augmented the Japanese
Wikipedia and WordNet with new Japanese terms. They �rst found
similar words from the Wikipedia database, scored the hypernyms
of these words, and selected the top-scored hypernym as the out-
put. However, their scoring technique is heavily dependent on
verb-noun dependencies found in the Japanese language, that are
not usually seen in English. These works also attach the new word
to a single parent, and require human judges for evaluation.

Recently, the related problem of knowledge graph completion, i.e.,
predicting relations between entities using supervision from an
existing knowledge graph, has received attention in the literature [3,
21, 43]. These techniques predict missing links in knowledge graphs
by learning entity and relationship embeddings, based on the idea
that the relation between two entities corresponds to a translation
between their embeddings. We compare ETF against a state-of-the-
art link prediction method, TransR [21], in Section 5. However, we
note that the processing time of these methods is of the order of
days for large taxonomies (e.g., the Wikipedia category taxonomy).

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We now formally de�ne our taxonomy enrichment problem. A
taxonomy T = (V ,E) is a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) where the
set of vertices or nodesV consists of all its hierarchically organized
entities and categories, and the set of edges E represents the node
relationships. The direction of an edge in the graph hierarchy is
from a specialized node to a more generic node that subsumes it.
Entities inT are designated by nodes that do not have any incoming
edges to them, i.e., they have an in-degree of 0. Since these are at the
lowest or most specialized ‘level’ in their respective sub-hierarchies
in T , we also refer to them as leaf nodes. We use the term concept

to refer to any kind of node, leaf or otherwise, in T . The ancestors
of a node v in T are the set of nodes A(v) in T reachable from v .
v is thus considered a descendant of all nodes belonging to A(v).
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those already present in T , which, as mentioned, is a challenging
problem in its own right and not the focus of this work. However,
we do perform a preliminary investigation of the capability of our
framework to verify that these new concepts indeed do not already
occur in the current taxonomy (Section 5.1.1). For later steps though,
we assume that the new concepts to be incorporated into the extant
hierarchy are precisely known beforehand.

4.2 Learning Concept Representations

After acquiring the relevant concepts and their relationships, we
propose to learn a meaningful, text-based embedding for the exist-
ing and new concepts. Recent literature (e.g. [8, 16, 39, 40, 51]) has
seen an extensive use of learning and employing high-dimensional
word embeddings for diverse applications.We build upon the highly
e�ective Skip-gram variant of word2vec embeddings [23]. It mini-
mizes the log loss of predicting the context of an instance using its
embedding as input features. Formally, let (i, c) be the set of pairs
of entity i and context c . The loss function is then:

−
∑

(i,c)
log p(c |i) = −

∑

(i,c)

(
w
T
c ei − log

∑

c ′∈C
exp(wT

c ′ei )
)

where w’s are the parameters of the Skip-gram model, ei is the
embedding of entity i andC is the set of all possible contexts. Under
Skip-gram, for each training pair (i, c), the term i is the current
term (entity) whose embedding is being estimated, and the context
c is made up of the words surrounding i within a �xed window size.

We �rst replace all occurrences of entity names (i.e., the speci�c,
potentially non-unique, noun phrases that are associated with that
entity) in the corpus D of existing text documents. This can be done
by disambiguating the noun phrases [22] to the correct entity, and
representing the entity by a canonical unique term. Note that, in
the case of Wikipedia, these links have already been established by
human annotators, so the disambiguation step is not necessary.

We then train a doc2vec (distributed memory or DM version
of Paragraph Vector) [19] model with negative sampling [23] on
D, in the joint space of terms and entities (each represented by a
canonical term), that gives us vector representations for the doc-
uments in D. Note that this is di�erent from the past works on
embeddings that exclusively work in the space of terms, as the
step of replacing all the (possibly non-unique) set of noun phrases
that refer to a speci�c entity by a canonical identi�er removes a
great deal of ambiguity from the corpus. Doc2vec has a similar
loss function as speci�ed above except for an additional ‘paragraph
token’ that is pre-pended to the beginning of the context. The DM
mode of doc2vec simultaneously learns word2vec word vectors
and document vectors in the same space during training, thereby
enabling easy aggregation of these vectors.

To get the representation of an entity, we add a tf-weighted sum
of the word2vec embeddings of its context terms to the doc2vec
representation of its associated document. The intuition behind
this representation is that word embeddings e�ectively capture the
semantic relationships between individual words in a document,
while document embeddings summarize the overall semantics of
their constituent words. By aggregating the two vectors, we hope
to maintain the representational e�ectiveness and non-sparsity
of doc2vec, while also preserving individual word semantics. Fur-
thermore, we �nd that the document representation constructed

from word2vec is biased towards highly frequent terms or those
that express functions. However, the doc2vec representation is
more a�ected by low frequency, content-rich words, since the more
frequent words are likely to be chosen as negative samples. We
empirically demonstrate the bene�ts of aggregating these two kinds
of embeddings in Section 5 (Figure 2).

After creating embeddings for the existing concepts in T , we
next learn representations for the new concepts to be inserted into
T . This is essentially the task of inductive learning [44], which
generalizes an existing learning model to produce representations
for unseen data items. However, it is non-trivial to achieve this in
an unsupervised setting. Prior work has done this by either incre-
mentally re-training the learning model [27] which is expensive,
or using semi-supervised techniques based on neighborhood at-
tributes [44, 50] to learn embeddings of unobserved instances. To
accomplish this in an unsupervised manner, we �rst generate a
context c for each new concept, composed of the frequent terms
based on their tf-score, aggregated from all documents in the cor-
pus where the new concept occurs. We infer a doc2vec embedding
using c via gradient descent, by keeping the current doc2vec model
constant, as proposed in [19]. We then approximate the embedding
of the new concept by adding the tf-weighted sum of the word2vec
embeddings of its context terms to its inferred doc2vec embedding.

4.3 Filtering and Ranking Potential Parents

With the embeddings of the new and existing concepts in hand, we
nowmust determine the best parents for each new concept withinT .
To this end, for each new concept, we �nd the k-nearest neighbours
(kNNs) that are most similar to it in the vector embedding space. We
hypothesize that the best parents for the new concepts are highly
likely to be in common with the ancestors of these kNNs. What
remains now is to rank the candidate parents for the new concept.

For this pupose, we build a learning-to-rank model that uses
topological features from the taxonomy’s graph structure, and se-
mantic features derived from the text. Speci�cally, we used Lamb-
daMART [5] with a set of training examples consisting of relevant
and non-relevant parents of the existing concepts in T . Note that
we tried seven other learning-to-rank models (e.g., SVMRank [13]),
but found that LambdaMART gave the best performance. The test
set consists of potential parents of a set of new concepts, disjoint
from the training examples, to be ranked. As mentioned earlier,
these candidate parents are the ancestors of the kNNs of the new
concepts. ‘Relevant’ or positive training examples are therefore all
those categories that are parents of existing concepts belonging
to the training set. ‘Non-relevant’ or negative training examples
are categories that have been randomly sampled from the ances-
tors of the kNNs of the new concept. We take an equal number of
positive/negative training examples for each concept.

We studied �fteen topological or graph-based and semantic fea-
tures, before selecting a subset of six features that provides a good
coverage of various structural and content-based properties, cou-
pled with better performance of the learning-to-rank model. The
actual values of the features can either be a score de�ned for a
pairwise property (usually the pair of a new concept and its po-
tential parent), or for an individual property (of the potential par-
ent). The topological features we studied include measures relating
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to graph centrality, and path traversals over the taxonomy DAG.
We also studied semantic features based on the contextual di�er-
ence between new concepts and their prospective parents, their
co-occurrence, contextual term overlap, term overlap with respect
to certain parts-of-speech, and lexico-syntactic patterns such as
hypernym patterns or sibling patterns [9, 31]. Below, we describe
the features most bene�cial for our ranking model.

4.3.1 Graph-based Features

We found three graph-based features to be particularly e�ec-
tive in ranking candidate parents: Katz similarity, random walk
betweenness centrality and an information propagation measure.
The �rst two are based on an undirected graph obtained by taking
the nearest neighbor nodes and their ancestors up to a certain depth.
We then take all the directed edges between these nodes from the
taxonomy and insert them into the undirected graph.

Katz Similarity: Intuitively, there should be many short paths be-
tween the new concept and its correct parents. Katz similarity [17]
captures this intuition and hence turns out to be a highly discrimi-
native indicator for semantic subsumption. We compute the Katz
similarity between each nearest neighbor x and potential parent p,
and average them for each potential parent, as,

KS(x ,p) =
lmax∑

l=1
ηl · |pathsl (x ,p)| , where |pathsl (x ,p)| is the

number of paths of length l ≤ lmax between x and p, and η is an
attenuation parameter (0 < η < 1) that ensures that shorter paths
are weighted higher.

RandomWalk Betweenness Centrality: A good parent should
generalize the most similar neighbors of the new concept well.
One way to capture this is by considering random walks from
the neighbors and measuring the betweenness centrality of the
candidate parents based on these random walks. A general random
walk betweenness centrality measure [26] roughly measures how
often a node is traversed by a random walker going from any node
in the network to another. Hulpus et al. [12] proposed a focused
random walk betweenness centrality measure that focuses on the
paths between all pairs of a pre-de�ned subset of nodes. Our feature
is akin to this focused measure, where the pre-de�ned subset is the
set of neighbors of the new concept.

Information Propagation Score: One problem with considering
undirected graphs for concept generalization is that it can result
in topic drift and hence, the resultant measure becomes noisy. To
address this we consider another feature, namely an information

propagation score, that propagates the weight from the neighbor
nodes upward along directed edges to more general concepts, fol-
lowing the directional traversal on the hypernym edges.

Consider the set of nearest neighbor entities for the new concept,
where each entity has a weight associated with it, i.e. the similarity
between itself and the new concept to be inserted into T . These
weights are then propagated upwards towards the ancestor nodes in
T . This propagation ensures that highly central parent nodes lying
on many neighbor-to-root paths accrue large weights. To avoid
over-generalization, each intermediate node decays the weights by
a multiplicative factor (1 − δ ), which we call the decay factor.

However on noisy, real-world taxonomies such as Wikipedia
categories, additional issues may arise. First, there can be a great

disparity in the number of parent categories P(v) of each node
v . This causes the parents in P(v) to obtain low weight values
if P(v) is large, or large values if P(v) is small, if the propagated
weights are uniformly split among all parents. We thus introduce a
parameter α < 1 that enables us to propagate a proportion 1

p(v)α

of the weight at each step. Second, while most edges in T are likely
to be between nodes at similar levels of granularity, some may be
direct connections between highly specialized and highly generic
concept nodes. This can cause a generic node to get a higher weight
than its counterparts at similar levels. We thus additionally penalize
highly generalized nodes far away from leaf nodes by a factor β .

Let p(v) be the number of parents of node v in T (V ,E), and Nx

be the set of nearest neighbor entities of a new concept x . The
initial weight of each entity v in Nx is given byw0(v), which is the
cosine similarity between v and x in the embedding space, and 0
otherwise. Let ld(v) be the length of the longest path from a leaf
node in T to v . The information propagation score IP(v) is de�ned
as the total weight passing through v from the leaf level, given by:

IP(v) =





w0(v), v ∈ Nx .
∑

(u,v)∈E

(1−δ )IP(u)
p(u)α e ld(v )β , v < Nx ;u,v ∈ V .

4.3.2 Semantic Features

In addition to the graph features, we found the following seman-
tic features to be highly discriminative:
Ancestor-Neighbor Similarity: For each novel concept, we com-
pute the pairwise term overlap between the text document linked
to its potential parent under consideration, and that associated with
each of its nearest neighbor entities. We then take the average of
these overlap values. The importance of this feature stems from
the fact that a good ancestor should generalize the properties of
as many entities highly similar to the target concept as possible.
For this feature, we only consider those ancestors or parents in the
taxonomy DAG T that have text associated with them.

New concept-Ancestor Similarity: Since a satisfactory parent
of a new concept is a good generalization of it, it is quite likely to
have similar text as the new concept itself, i.e. high textual overlap
with the new concept. This feature thus computes the Jaccard simi-
larity between the occurrences of textual terms in the document
associated with the new concept, and those associated with the
category or ancestor document. As earlier, we only consider those
ancestors in T that have text associated with them.

Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI): A parent of a concept
has a high probability of co-occurring or being mentioned together
with it. Yang and Callan [49] have shown this feature to be highly
successful in indicating semantic relations between terms. PMI
measures the co-occurrence of a new concept x and its potential
parent p via the pointwise mutual information between them:

PMI(x ,p) = log
( num(x,p)
num(x )·num(p)

)
, where num(t) (or num(t1, t2))

is de�ned as the number of occurrences of a particular term t (or
co-occurrences of a pair of terms), either in a set of sentences, or
documents which can be from a large corpus such as Wikipedia or
the web. We tested our approach by computing the PMI using two
such corpora of documents. First, we investigated the PMI between
each new concept and each of its prospective parents by checking
their co-occurrence in Wikipedia. However, many peculiar concept
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and category names do not occur in text documents, hence we
could not gain a performance boost with this feature. The second
kind of PMI that we compute is by checking the co-occurrence of
the new concepts and their potential parents in all pages on the
web. We thus compute the value of num(t) by querying the Bing
Search API3 to �nd the number of search results or pages on the
web containing the respective term t . Evidently, we only consider
those potential ancestors in T that have at least one web page in
which they occur. Henceforth, all references to the feature ‘PMI’
refer to the PMI value computed using the Bing Search API.

Once the ancestors have been ranked in order of their relevance
to the new concept, we connect the new concepts to their ‘r’ top-
ranked ancestors and evaluate the resulting taxonomy (Section 5).

4.4 Parameter Tuning

In this section, we describe how various parameters were tuned.
Embedding Parameters:We trained 200 dimensional embeddings
using the gensim implementation [29] of doc2vec. We used its
distributed memory version since it was found to outperform other
variants [19], and a context window size of 10.
Number of Neighbors and Depth of Ancestors: These values
are selected according to an accuracy/computational cost trade-
o�. We choose the top 50 nearest neighbor entities to the new
concept, whose ancestors we want to evaluate, since we found that
additional noise is added to the set of potential ancestors as this
value increases. Further, rather than considering all the ancestors,
we only take into account those ancestors that are reachable from
the nearest neighbor entities in at most 3 hops in T . We found that
ancestors up to three levels above the neighbors of the new concept
span a large portion of T without being too generic or too speci�c.
Parameters of Graph Features: For the parameters α , β and δ

of the information propagation feature, we perform an exhaustive
grid search on a sample of our training dataset, and �nd the best
empirical performance with α = 0.75, β = 0.005 and δ = 0.005. We
assign the value of the probability parameter q used for computing
the random walk betweenness centrality equal to the value of α ,
i.e. 0.75. For the Katz similarity feature, we use η = 0.2.
Predicting the Number of Parents: We learn a global ranking
threshold based on the rank scores received by the correct, ground
truth parents of the training set. The new concept is thus connected
to all those parents receiving a rank higher than the threshold
value from the ranking model. We found that we could predict the
exact number of parents of about 70% of the new concepts using a
normalized rank threshold of 0.4, and the correct number of parents
±2 for about 87% of the new concepts. We also tried a local, concept-
speci�c ranking threshold, based on the level (i.e distance from root)
of the top ranked parents output by our ranker. However, this idea
did not yield as good results, possibly due to the manual curation
of Wikipedia categories, or the presence of many edges from very
general to highly speci�c nodes in the taxonomy. Hence we report
all our results using this global normalized ranking threshold.

5 EVALUATION

We tested ETF on two large-scale general-purpose taxonomies,
Wikipedia Categories and WordNet, which we detail next.

3https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/

5.1 Enhancing Wikipedia Category Taxonomy

To set up the experiment, we extract the entities and categories of
the Wikipedia category hierarchy available via DBPedia [10], for-
matted as per the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS).
Wikipedia articles that are not category pages (containing lists
of categories and sub-categories) are considered as entities. Re-
lations between categories and entities are represented by the
‘skos:broader’ relationship. We then construct a DAG T , with the
entities as leaf nodes and edges between entities and categories or
among categories. This taxonomy exceeds 5 million concepts.

We now outline the procedure we adopt to generate the train-
ing and testing data for our approach. First, we use the hyperlink
structure of Wikipedia to identify all noun phrases that are ambigu-
ous, i.e., they have more than one concept associated with them
as per the Wikipedia ontology, and which occur at least 10 times
(i.e. support ≥ 10). For example, Apple the company and apple the
fruit are di�erent entities that share the noun phrase “apple”. We
randomly sample 6000 of these ambiguous noun phrases. For each
phrase, we randomly sample one sense (e.g., Apple, the company)
and include it in our test set of new concepts to be inserted into the
Wikipedia category taxonomy.

To ensure that the new concepts are independent of the existing
ontology and do not have any presence within it, we also �lter all
Wikipedia pages that are linked to the sampled ambiguous enti-
ties. This process resulted in the removal of about 11% of the total
Wikipedia pages. In the remaining 89% of the pages, we replace
the occurrences of each concept or entity by its unique canonical
identi�er. This modi�ed set of articles is used as textual input to
train our embedding model (Section 4.2). The mentions of each new
concept from the 11% of pages that were deleted are used to form
contexts for the new concepts. To facilitate reproducibility, we pro-
vide (see https://github.com/vnik18/Taxonomy) the: (i) Wikipedia
version we used; (ii) list of concepts, and; (iii) preprocessing scripts.

5.1.1 Evaluating Concept Representations

We begin by testing the quality of the aggregated vector embed-
dings of the new concepts, by checking how well separated they are
from the existing entities’ embeddings, i.e., all Wikipedia entities
excluding the pages on the new concepts. The y-axis of Figure 2
shows the percentage of new concepts whose pairwise cosine sim-
ilarity with the taxonomy entities (averaged over all entities) is
greater than or equal to the cosine similarity threshold on the x-
axis. We evaluate the performance of the three kinds of embeddings
from Section 4.2 in distinguishing the new concepts: (i) tf-weighted
word2vec embeddings, (ii) doc2vec embeddings, and (iii) summing
these two kinds of embeddings. Aggregating the doc2vec and tf-
weighted word2vec embeddings gives us a 2-5% improvement in
the quality of separability of the new concepts. From Figure 2, we
observe that only about 28% of the novel test concepts have an
average pairwise similarity of ≥ 0.4 with existing concepts using
the aggregated embedding. In other words, more than 70% of the
novel test concepts are well-separated from the prevailing entities
in the embedding space at a cosine similarity threshold of 0.4.

5.1.2 Evaluating Our Ranking Model

Baselines: These include feature-based variants of our ETF ranker,
and a state-of-the-art knowledge graph completion technique, TransR:
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Table 2: Average percentage of top ‘r’ parents reachable from

predicted parents of new concepts within k hops.

Hits 1-hop 2-hop 3-hop 4-hop 5-hop Misses

0.664 0.684 0.729 0.738 0.746 0.746 0.2534

Table 3: Performance on the WordNet taxonomy for the Se-

mEval 2016 Task 14, using the measures of Lemma Match,

Wu&Palmer similarity (Wu&P), Recall and F1 score.

Approach Lemma Match Wu&P Recall F1

Random synset 0 0.227 1 0.37
FWFS 0.415 0.514 1 0.679
MSejrKU System 2 0.428 0.523 0.973 0.68
ranker-ETF 0.42 0.473 1 0.642
ranker-ETF-FWFS 0.5 0.562 1 0.72

5.2 Evaluation on SemEval Task Benchmark

We further evaluate ETF on the WordNet 3.0 onotology [6], on
the dataset of new concepts provided as part of the SemEval 2016
Task 14 [15]. It was speci�cally constructed to span a wide range of
domains, including online resources such as Wiktionary and other
glossary websites. This dataset contains 1000 concepts, split into a
training set of 400 and a testing set of 600 concepts, which are either
nouns or verbs. The task consists of choosing one of two operations
for each new concept; (i) attach, where the novel concept needs to
be added as a new synset in WordNet, and (ii) merge, where the
novel concept needs to be added into an existing synset. For each
concept, a textual de�nition of a few sentences and a single correct
parent for it has been provided as part of the task. ETF chooses as
the parent for each new concept the top ranked ancestor by our
ranker. The design of our algorithm does not permit us to ‘merge’,
we only perform the ‘attach’ operation for every unseen concept.

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

At the outset, we establish a DAG of the WordNet taxonomy,
consisting of all the existing entities or leaves, connected to their
respective categories via hypernym-hyponym relationships. Each
WordNet synset corresponds to a single DAG node. We use the de�-
nition of the test concepts provided by Task 14 as their context. We
infer the embedding for each new concept as in Section 4.2, from the
doc2vec model trained onWikipedia articles, after making sure that
any article pages on the new concepts, and pages that link to them
have been removed. We then �nd the existing Wikipedia entities
that are most similar to the new concept in the embedding space.
However, one issue that arises here is that these nearest neighbor
entities and their hypernyms are part of theWikipedia category tax-
onomy, whereas we want to link the new concept to its most likely
WordNet hypernyms. Hence, we employ the YAGO ontology [32]
to link the Wikipedia neighbor instances to the corresponding in-
stances at the leaf level of the WordNet hierarchy. However, all
Wikipedia neighbor entities may not have corresponding WordNet
counterparts. We eliminate all those nearest neighbor entities from
consideration which do not map to a WordNet instance. We �nally
compute the graph-based and semantic features as in Section 4.3,
from the constructed WordNet DAG and embedding model, to rank
the potential hypernyms of the new concepts.

5.2.2 Baselines and Performance Measures

To evaluate our approach, we use as baselines those used in Task
14, and the winning system of the task, MSejrKU System 2 [30]:

(1) Random synset: It attaches the new concept to a random
WordNet synset, with the same part-of-speech as itself.

(2) First-Word-First-Sense (FWFS): It links the new concept to
the �rst word in its de�nition with the same part-of-speech
as itself, stemming from the grouping of glosses in WordNet.

(3) MSejrKU System 2: This was the system that won Task 14.

We assess our method using the measures de�ned in Task 14:

(1) Accuracy (Wu&Palmer Similarity): Wu and Palmer [46] de-
�ned the semantic similarity between the predicted parent x1
and the true parent x2 as:Wu&P(x1,x2) =

2∗depthLCA
depthx1+depthx2

where LCA is the Least Common Ancestor of x1 and x2, and
depthxi refers to the depth of xi in the WordNet hierarchy.

(2) Lemma Match: It measures the proportion of test concepts
for which an algorithm selects a synset with at least one
word in common with the correct synset for that concept.

(3) Recall: This is de�ned as the percentage of test concepts for
which an output ancestor was identi�ed by an algorithm.

(4) F1 score: Harmonic mean of theWu&Palmer score and recall.

5.2.3 Results

As mentioned earlier, though the task permits two operations
of ‘attach’ and ‘merge’, we only perform the ‘attach’ operation.
Just ‘attaching’ every new concept to its own independent synset
causes the ceiling (upper bound) on the achievable F1-score to be
about 0.989, with precision 0.98 and recall 1. Table 3 exhibits the
performance of ETF on the SemEval task on WordNet. We evaluate
two versions of our approach, (i) a ranker trained on the same set of
features as described in Section 4.3 (ranker-ETF), and (ii) the same
ranker using an additional binary feature of the FWFS property
(ranker-ETF-FWFS): if a prospective parent of an unseen concept
is the �rst word of its de�nition with the same part of speech as
itself, the value of this feature is 1, otherwise it is 0. We observe
that our ranker without the FWFS feature gives an F1 score of
0.642, however with the FWFS-based binary feature, ETF’s F1 score
outperforms the best system of this task by 0.04. This is particularly
impressive given that very little improvement compared to FWFS
(0.001 in F1 score) has been recorded on this benchmark in the past.

We note that FWFS is a strong feature for ranking parents in
the WordNet taxonomy, since the organization of word glosses in
WordNet ensures the presence of the word expressing the ancestor
concept early in its gloss, rather than later. However this feature is
not easy to generalize for other taxonomies.

5.3 Emergent Domain Concepts

We perform a case study to examine how ETF adds newly emerging
concepts into the Wikipedia category hierarchy, focusing on the
domains of crisis response and medicine (Table 4). We select a set
of concepts, and eliminate them and all Wikipedia pages linking to
them from consideration. To keep the evaluation process fair, we
use as text input to our algorithm, the versions of the Wikipedia
article pages on the concepts that existed when the concept was
�rst added. Column 2 of Table 4 shows manually assigned parents
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Table 4: Case Study: Performance of ETF on adding emergent domain concepts into the Wikipedia category taxonomy (�rst

six rows). Quora Evaluation: example questions and comparison ofmanually assigned vs. predicted categories (last four rows).

New concept Initial parents Current manually assigned parents Predicted parents by ETF

Tropical Storm
Erika (2015)

Current events
from August
2015

2015 Atlantic hurricane season, 2015 in the Caribbean,
Natural disasters in Dominica, Hurricanes in Desirade,
Hurricanes in Dominica, Hurricanes in Florida,
Hurricanes in Guadeloupe, Hurricanes in Haiti,
Hurricanes in the Bahamas, Hurricanes in Puerto Rico,
Hurricanes in the Dominican Republic, Hurricanes in
the Leeward Islands, Atlantic tropical storms

Hurricanes in Florida, Natural disasters in Florida,

Tropical cyclones, Articles which contain graphical
timelines, Atlantic hurricanes, Hurricanes in

Guadeloupe, Hurricanes in Dominica, Tropical
cyclone seasons, Typhoons, 2015 Atlantic hurricane

season, Tropical cyclones by strength, Natural
disasters in Guadeloupe, Tropical cyclones by basin

Illapel
Earthquake, Chile
(2015)

Current events,
2015 earthquakes

2015 earthquakes, 2015 tsunamis, 2015 in Chile,
Megathrust earthquakes in Chile, Tsunamis in Chile,
September 2015 events

2015 in Chile, Earthquakes in Chile, Tsunamis in

Chile, 2015 tsunamis, 2015 earthquakes,
Megathrust earthquakes in Chile

Shootings at
Parliament Hill,
Ottawa (2014)

Current events,
39th Canadian
Parliament

Attacks in 2014, 21st century in Ottawa, 41st
Canadian Parliament, Terrorist incidents in Canada in
2014, Attacks on legislatures, Crime in Ontario,
Deaths by �rearm in Canada, October 2014 events,
Parliament of Canada, Spree shootings in Canada,
Political controversies in Canada, ISIL terrorist
incidents in Canada, 2014 in Ontario

2014 in Ontario, Military history of Ontario, Ottawa,
Parliament of Canada, Monuments and memorials
in Ottawa, History of Ottawa, Terrorist incidents in
2014, Crime in Ontario, Attacks in 2014, Religion
in Canada, Political controversies in Canada, 21st

century in Ottawa, Terrorist incidents in Canada,
Spree shootings in Canada

Avian In�uenza Current events,
In�uenza

Animal virology, Bird diseases, Avian in�uenza,
Poultry diseases, Agricultural health and safety

Subtypes of In�uenza A virus, Bird diseases, Animal

diseases, Poultry diseases, Viral diseases
In�uenza A virus
subtype H7N9

Subtypes of
In�uenza A virus

Subtypes of In�uenza A virus, 2013 health disasters,
Health disasters in China, 2013 disasters in China

2013 health disasters, Health disasters in China,

2013 disasters in China, Bird diseases
Swine in�uenza Medicine stubs,

Pandemics
Animal virology, Health disasters, Swine diseases,
In�uenza, Pandemics

2009 �u pandemic, In�uenza A virus subtype H1N1,
In�uenza, In�uenza pandemics, Health disasters

Does
overworking help
Japan’s economy?

– Applied sciences, Social sciences, Economy of Japan,
Processes, Economy of Asia, Economies by country,
Economics, Japan

Social impact, Economy of Japan, Economies by

country, Retailing by country, Economy of Asia,
Economies by region, Economywide country studies

Why do
lightnings have a
branch structure?

– Space plasmas, Atmospheric electricity, Lightning,
Storm, Electrical phenomena, Weather hazards,
Electric arcs, Electrical breakdown

Meteorological phenomena, Electric power transmission,
Electric power, Physical phenomena, Weather

hazards, Electrical breakdown, Storm

How true is the
belief that natural
things are good?

– Main topic classi�cations, Science, Science technology
engineering and mathematics, Nature, Physical
universe

Nature, Philosophical theories, Biological interactions,
Physical universe, History of science by discipline

What did Han
Xin do wrong to
be killed by Liu
Bang?

– China, Asian royal families, Chinese-speaking
countries and territories, Han dynasty, History of
Ancient China, History of China, Dynasties in
Chinese history, Iron Age Asia

Dynasties in Chinese history, Han dynasty people,
Qin Dynasty, Asian royal families, History of Asia
by country, History of Ancient China, People by
Imperial Chinese dynasty, Histories of cities in China

for the original versions of the new concept pages. Column 3 shows
the manually allocated categories on the present-day Wikipedia
versions of the new concept pages, and column 4 shows the top
ranked parents predicted by our approach. In column 4, we show
in bold the predicted parents that match with those in column
3, and italicize the parents that are good predictions but are not
in column 3. For both domains, most predicted parents are quite
good without being overly general, and overlap with many of the
manually assigned parents. For the crisis events (rows 1, 2, 3), ETF
correctly identi�es their year of occurrence and a good number
of a�ected areas, with just a preliminary amount of text input.
With respect to the medical domain, our method can seemingly
discriminate betweenAvian In�uenza and Swine In�uenza (rows 4, 5,
6). We are also able to propose accurate categories for new concepts
that have not been manually assigned: Subtypes of In�uenza A virus

for Avian in�uenza, and 2009 �u pandemic for Swine In�uenza.
Overall, the parents predicted by ETF for all the emergent con-

cepts are better than the human-assigned categories to them at that

point in time. The results indicate that our algorithm can accurately
organize new concepts across varied domains.

5.4 Quora Q&A Categorization

Finally, as a use case for ETF, we consider the problem of mapping
questions and answers (Q&A) from Quora to appropriateWikipedia
categories (see last 4 rows of Table 4). These questions and answers
have a di�erent style of writing than the more de�nitional style of
Wikipedia articles. Moreover, a single question and answer can span
many topics. One feature of Quora is that many of the existing tags
assigned to questions directlymap to existing categories and entities
fromWikipedia. We selected 384 questions from a diverse selection
of categories, and processed the �rst paragraph of the question and
top answer using our framework, treating this text as a de�nition
for a new concept. On average each question had been tagged with 2
concepts fromWikipedia. Some of these concepts were entities, and
some of themwere categories. For the ground truth, we consider the
union of the tagged categories and parent categories of the tagged
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entities. Overall, this resulted in an average of 8 parents per Q&A.
ETF achieved an NDCG of 0.445 and F1 score of 0.523, and was,
similar to previous results, an improvement (NDCG increase of 5.5%,
and F1 increase of 8.7%) over the other baselines. The scores on this
test were lower across all aproaches, compared to the Wikipedia-
based case study. We believe the primary reasons for this drop are
that the ground truth is much sparser, and also that this task is more
di�cult than that of Section 5.1, as there is more concept mixing
in the Quora Q&A compared to the focused writing on Wikipedia.
However, we believe that ETF could be adapted to automate such a
tagging system in the future, reducing the annotation e�ort.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this work, we propose a solution to the problem of automated
taxonomy enrichment, where we insert new concepts at appropri-
ate positions into an existing taxonomy. Our proposed approach
ETF learns a high-dimensional vector embedding via a generated
context of terms, for each existing and new concept. We then pre-
dict the potential parents of the new concepts from the ancestors
of their nearest neighbors, by ranking them based on semantic and
graph features. We evaluated ETF on the large knowledge bases of
Wikipedia and WordNet, and could outperform other baselines.

ETF has the potential to be applicable under variations in text
sources (e.g. short, informal social media text) and types of tax-
onomies (e.g. enhancing taxonomies belonging to speci�c domains).
It allows for easy parallelization and can be distributed for scala-
bility. All features used by ETF can be computed in a few seconds
except the random walk betweenness centrality feature, though we
leave a detailed analysis and discussion for future work.
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